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Audio / Artists.Desert Moon (album) Desert Moon is

the third studio album by the alternative rock band
Spiritualized. It was originally released in the U.S. on
May 23, 2000, on Virgin Records. A different version

of the album was released in Japan on February 20,
2001, on Little Dipper Records. This version of the

album was recorded and mixed at the same sessions as
the U.S. and European versions, but was never mixed

in the U.S. The cover artwork of Desert Moon
features the band members wearing traditional

Japanese clothing, which was inspired by the work of
Ryuichi Sakamoto, a frequent collaborator of

Spiritualized. It was Sakamoto's influence that gave
Spiritualized the name "Spiritualized," which he

describes as "a kind of sonic way of 'dialecting' the
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same thing." Although it was released nearly two
decades after their previous album, 1999's White

Light/White Heat, Desert Moon proved to be much
more popular with critics and audiences than its
predecessor. It received a positive response from

music critics, and placed on several best-of lists. The
album received a Grammy Award nomination for

Best Alternative Music Album, which it lost to Beck's
Guero. At the 33rd Annual Grammy Awards, Desert
Moon also received a Grammy Award nomination for

Best Contemporary Rock Album. The album was
certified Gold in the UK on June 16, 2001. In its

original release, the album charted at number 59 on
the Billboard Top 200. Album information In keeping

with the experimental tendencies on White
Light/White Heat, the band chose to forgo

conventional touring in favor of experimentation.
Spiritualized were already known for their unusual
live performances, which would often extend to the
point where fans had difficulty ascertaining whether
they were actual rock bands playing or mere visual
performers. Thus, the band formed the core of a

group of musicians including engineer Danton Supple
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and "artists" Samuel Argyropoulos, Josephine Wiggs,
Lawrence England, and poet Johnny
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